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PERSONAL CHANGE!

Here is a man that truly loves Zrii's products and is 100% .... 11th Leadership Academy that took place in Cancun, Mexic 
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NORMAN CORNEJO & DIEGO GUTIÉRREZ! NEW



GLOBAL LEADER SHIP ACADEMY {DETAILS IN SI DE}



THE SECRET TO



PERSONAL CHANGE!



+



A message from Deepak Chopra



Doctor’s Corner, Q&A, and more!



+



MARCELA GARCÍA 10-STAR



SALVATORE CONFORTI 10-STAR



NATALIE ROBERTSON 7-STAR



LEADERSHIP



ACADEMY 2015



PUNTA CANA DOMINICAN REPUBLIC



CHOPRA CENTER



2012



FIRST EVER



GLOBAL LEADERSHIP ACADEMY Qualification period: January 5th to May 3rd, 2015 (Week 159 to Week 175) To qualify: Leadership Academy is now open to all active and qualified Zrii IEs around the world. There are 4 qualification levels. The level at which you qualify depends on your previous qualifications. If you have qualified as a level 1 in the past you must now qualify as level 2 and so on.



QUALIFICATION LEVELS LEVEL 1: Achieve the rank of 4-Star during two (2) separate four week periods, or achieve the rank of 5-Star or higher during one four week period.



LEVEL 2: Achieve the rank of 5-Star during two (2) separate four week periods, or achieve the rank of 6-Star or higher during one four week period.



LEVEL 3: Achieve the rank of 6-Star during two (2) separate four week periods, or achieve the rank of 7-Star or higher during one four week period.



Level 4: Achieve and maintain the rank of 7-Star or higher to continue qualifying for Leadership Academies. *Volume from your first qualification period cannot be applied to your second qualification period.



LEADERSHIP



ACADEMY PUNTA CANA



2015



TRACK YOUR PROGRESS: Keep track of your qualifications in MyZriiPro to ensure that you qualify for Leadership Academy. ELIGIBILITY: Rank achievements must occur during the current Leadership Academy qualification period. A minimum rank of 2-Star is required in each month of the qualification period. NOTICE: Independent Executives must maintain an active Z100 status from the time they qualify until the end of the qualification period.



Login to your MyZriiPro account to see complete details.



EXAMPLES: 1. Joe achieves 4-Star during week 160. Once Joe achieves 4-Star again between weeks 164 and 175 he will qualify for Leadership Academy as level 1. Ranks achieved during weeks 161 to 163 do not count because they are part of the first four week period. 2. FAST TRACK EXAMPLE: John joins, reaches 7-Star in the first qualification period. He will attend the first leadership academy as level 1 qualified. Qualification for the second leadership academy would need to be as a Level 2 qualifier.



TO GO TO MYZRIIPRO Questions? For more information call Executive Support: U.S./CANADA—866-349-9911 NEW ZEALAND—0800-000-142 AUSTRALIA—1800-673-638



// FEATURED ZRII IE //



Marcela García First Female 10-Star in Peru



So just what does it take to become a 10-Star Executive in Zrii? Those who carry that prestigious title have proven that it takes dedication, perseverance, hard work, positivity and more. It takes many people several years of relentless effort to reach the highest ranks, and with so many perks involved, it’s definitely worth the wait. Marcela García, however, has never been one to wait for something she wants. She has become the very first woman in her country to become a 10-Star, and she did it in just 7 months! Marcela hails from Lima, Peru, where she has lived her entire life. She grew up in a loving family with successful parents and a younger sister whom she adores. Throughout the years she has remained very close with her family. Although Marcela has never particularly liked sales, she was a natural businesswoman from the young age of 7; she recalls making Christmas ornaments and selling them to family and friends. When she and her family would go swimming, she made nylon bracelets and sold them poolside. She would even climb trees to pick avocados and sell those! Later in life she sold cell phones and did very well. Her philosophy has always been to take advantage of every opportunity and make good use of her free time. Marcela enjoying the outdoors
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// Marcela García



“For me, Zrii is an opportunity, a As a child her real dream was to become a lawyer so she could help others. She went on to study at Universidad de Lima’s School of Law and



Political Science, and spent five years working



vehicle that helps you to reach your dreams much faster than you could in a traditional business.”



in Maritime Law. She realized, however, that this field didn’t offer the financial freedom that she aspired to, and so she made the difficult



realized the potential of the company with its



decision to leave law and accept an offer with a



incredible products and compensation plan. None



telecommunications company. Little did she know



of us had experience in network marketing, but we



that her search for financial freedom would take



had a great mentor. I drove him crazy with tons of



her places she never dreamed of.



questions, and duplicated everything that he taught me. I even recorded his presentations and studied



In January of 2014, Marcela was splitting her time



them word for word. Then I passed that on to my



between working for an international company and



new IEs so that they could present the right way.



building a brokerage firm with her sister and best



We started holding POP meetings in a hotel in San



friend, Liliana. She heard about Zrii and joined a



Isidro twice a week and soon we had 30 people in



month later. “I really had no spare time at all,” she



attendance each time. It was a very personal type



says. “But I began to work with this opportunity part



of meeting where we could all talk and resolve the



time as my Plan B because I was convinced that I



doubts that our prospects had. From there we grew



had great potential in my hands.” Little by little and



in leaps and bounds!”



with the help of her mentor, 9-Star Coco Cáceda, Marcela began to duplicate the Zrii system and



Today Marcela lives in Lima with her husband, José.



found herself quickly climbing the ranks. Today she



They were high school sweethearts, but separated



dedicates all of her time and effort to Zrii, and rubs



when José went to study in Scotland. Eight years



shoulders with the top performers in the Company.



later he returned to Lima for a visit and they decided to reunite. And in March of 2013 this happy



So just how did Marcela build a 10-Star Zrii



couple finally got married in Las Vegas. Aside from



business in 7 short months? “I owe it all to my



being the love of her life, José has also been a huge



team,” she says. “We all had a vision and we



part of Marcela’s business. With a degree in Law,
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Marcela García’s



Business Builders



T ips



1. Apply yourself from day one and find a mentor. 2. Give in order to receive. This law is infallible. 3. Set weekly goals that will push you to rank advance quickly.



a Masters in Natural Resources, and experience as an independent entrepreneur, he manages the logistics end of the business.



4. Maintain a disciplined and consistent work flow.



Marcela’s team continues to grow at an incredible rate due to her tenacity and vision. Despite having climbed the ranks so quickly,



5. Treat your downline like family and you will get results. Teamwork is the key to success. 6. Follow My Plan of Action to the letter. It really works! 7. Learn from those who are



becoming a 10-Star is no walk in the park. In fact, her schedule is so demanding that she wakes up at 4:20 AM every day! “It’s not easy, but it’s part of the sacrifice that I choose to make,” she says. “For me Zrii is an opportunity, a vehicle that helps you to reach your dreams much faster than you could in a traditional business. That’s why my goal is to present this opportunity to as many people as possible and help them to achieve the same level of financial freedom that I have achieved. If you take the opportunity seriously, Zrii will surprise you day after day.”



successful in this industry and duplicate what they do. 8. Never isolate yourself! Always surround yourself with positive people. 9. If you have a good attitude you can overcome any trial, no matter how great. 10. Follow-up is crucial. Keep a list of those who have said no and follow up at a later date.
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So what does the future hold for Marcela García? She plans on keeping up her active Zrii lifestyle, traveling the world, bettering herself as a leader, and hopefully having kids in the near future. And of course, she will never stop striving for greatness. “My next stop is Ruby,” she says. “I want to be the first female Ruby in Zrii!”



ROASTED COFFEE



™



High Performance Coffee



Rise and Shine! Wake up to healthy, radiant energy. Our high performance coffee rises above the competition with ingredients that elevate your energy and transform your health.*



To order Zrii Rise high performance coffee in 20-serving packs call: ™



U.S./Canada 866-349-9911 New Zealand 0800-000-142 Australia 1800-673-638 * This statement has not been evaluated by the FDA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.



www.zrii.com



Salvatore Conforti



// FEATURED ZRII IE //



Duplication and Persistence “The first time that I got a chance to sit down and spend time with Salvatore Conforti, the one thing I knew right away was that this man was driven, passionate, and loved what he did. Once he puts something in his mind, he is going to accomplish it no matter what, and that is why he is a 10-Star in Zrii,” says A.K. Khalil, President of Zrii. In fact, just about everyone who knows Salvatore echoes those same words. Here is a man that truly loves Zrii’s products and is 100% committed not only to duplicating the Zrii business system himself, but to help every single person in his organization to do the same. Born and raised in Bogota, Colombia, Salvatore is the youngest of four siblings and the only boy in the family. His mother is also a native to Bogota, and his father immigrated to Colombia from Italy. Salvatore describes his native city as a diverse place full of business Salvatore and his wife, Paola
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// Salvatore Conforti



opportunities. As a child he was interested in



the results that I wanted.” Salvatore’s turning



construction and wanted to be an architect, like



point was when he attended his first Leadership



his grandpa. Later, however, he went on to study



Academy in August of 2013. “I saw the results and



marketing and eventually joined the same publishing



success of the people that I met at the Academy,



company where his father worked. He worked in



and I realized that this was an opportunity for



that industry for a while until he came across a truly



anybody. If they could reach that level of success,



unique opportunity.



then why not me?” From that point on Salvatore decided to really study in depth the Zrii business



Salvatore joined Zrii in February of 2013



system and training materials. Others had



immediately after hearing a presentation.



duplicated the system and earned great rewards,



Right away he fell in love with the exceptional,



so he was convinced that he could do the same. He



natural-based products, and was inspired by



became totally involved in Zrii and began teaching



the Zrii Prosperity Plan and the idea of making



the members of his team how to follow the system



an unlimited income. Once he learned about



as he was doing. The rest is history.



Zrii’s incredible endorsement and solid backing, Salvatore knew that he had found himself in a win-



Now Salvatore enjoys a life of superb health



win situation. “I knew this company had a great



and financial freedom with his wife of 12 years,



future and the potential to reach markets around



Paola, their 10-year-old son, Salvatore Jr., and



the globe,” he says. Salvatore also saw amazing



their French bulldog, Dino. And by the way, Paola



results from the products. “My favorite product is



is a 9-Star Executive in Zrii. She and Salvatore



Amalaki with its unique formulation. I feel like my



continue to magnify their success and help others



body is in perfect balance!” Even though he saw incredible results from using the products right off the bat, the business end didn’t take off at first the way he had hoped. “I actually didn’t see any results in my business for the first nine months,” he says. “But I didn’t give up. I was persistent and I kept at it until I saw
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“...I didn’t give up. I was persistent and I kept at it until I saw the results that I wanted.”



Salvatore Conforti’s



Business Builders



T ips



1. Be patient and persistent. Results don’t always come right away. 2. Do all you can to qualify for Leadership Academy. That was a turning point for me. 3. This business is a process. Results will come as soon as you are prepared to receive them. 4. Use the products and have your own personal testimony to share with your prospects. 5. Learn and live by the tools that Zrii has to offer. If you follow the system you can’t go wrong! 6. Train yourself every day to become more familiar with the business model. 7. Believe in yourself. Your success depends on you, and not what others tell you. 8. Believe in the decisions you make and never abandon your dreams. 9. Change your life first, then go and change the lives of others. 10. Put your dreams above your excuses.
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to climb the ranks along with them. They work with team members and have POP (Prosperity & Opportunity Presentation) meetings on a daily basis to make sure that everyone in their organizations has a path that leads to the top. Salvatore plans on spending the rest of his days living the Zrii lifestyle, traveling the world, and most importantly, spending time with his loved ones. His story proves that the Zrii opportunity truly is for everyone. With the right attitude, the right level of determination and by duplicating the Zrii business system, becoming a 10-Star Executive is now a more attainable dream than ever before.



NEW 2015 



QUALIFICATION CALENDAR IS NOW AVAILABLE!



DOWNLOAD THE NEW 2015



QUALIFYING PERIOD CALENDAR



{CLICK HERE}



2015



QUALIFICATION CALENDAR ZRII PROSPERITY PLAN We have put together a 2015 Qualification Calendar for the rest of the year to help you see each of the months, weeks, and qualification periods for easy use and understanding! WEEK



PAY PERIOD WEEK*



QUALIFICATION PERIOD



WEEK



PAY PERIOD WEEK*



QUALIFICATION PERIOD



159



January 5–11



December 15–January 11



185



July 6–12



June 15-July 12



160



January 12–18



December 22–January 18



186



July 13–19



161



January 19–25



December 29–January 25



187



July 20–26



June 29-July 26



162



January 26–February 1



January 5–February 1 **



188



July 27–August 2



July 6–August 2 **



163



June 22-July 19



February 2–8



January 12–February 8



189



August 3–9



July 13–August 9



164



February 9–15



January 19–February 15



190



August 10–16



July 20–August 16



165



February 16–22



January 26–February 22



191



August 17–23



July 27–August 23



166



February 23–March 1



February 2–March 1 **



192



August 24–30



August 3–August 30



167



March 2–8



February 9–March 8



193



August 31–September 6



August 10–September 6 **



168



March 9–15



February 16–March 15



194



September 7–13



August 17–September 13



169



March 16–22



February 23–March 22



195



September 14–20



August 24–September 20



170



March 23–29



March 2–March 29



196



September 21–27



August 31–September 27



171



March 30–April 5



March 9–April 5 **



197



September 28–October 4



September 7–October 4 **



172



April 6–12



March 16–April 12



198



October 5–11



September 14–October 11



173



April 13–19



March 23–April 19



199



October 12–18



September 21–October 18



174



April 20–26



March 30–April 26



200



October 19–25



September 28–October 25 October 5–November 1 **



175



April 27–May 3



April 6–May 3 **



201



October 26–November 1



176



May 4–10



April 13–May 10



202



November 2–8



October 12–November 8



177



May 11–17



April 20–May 17



203



November 9–15



October 19–November 15



178



May 18–24



April 27–May 24



204



179



May 25–31



May 4–May 31 **



205



November 23–29



November 2–November 29



180



June 1-7



May 11–June 7



206



November 30–December 6



November 9–December 6 **



181



June 8-14



May 18–June 14



207



December 7–13



November 16–December 13



182



June 15-21



May 25–June 21



208



December 14–20



November 23–December 20



December 21–27



November 30–December 27



183



June 22-28



June 1–June 28



209



184



June 29-July 5



June 8–July 5 **



210



November 16–22



October 26–November 22



December 28–Jan. 3, 2016 December 7–January 3, 2016 **



An EZ Order of Z100 or Z200 is required to maintain qualification status. *Weekly Commission Pay Period: Monday through Sunday. To qualify for commissions in each pay week, an order is needed during the Qualification Period. **Monthly Qualification Period (highlighted in red): Last full week of each month and previous three weeks. This will determine your bonuses that require monthly qualification. For example, Rank for Month, Car Bonus, Achievement Bonus and Global Leadership Pool.



1412002 ©2014 Zrii, LLC. Printed in the USA. All rights reserved.



TO DOWNLOAD THE 2015 QUALIFICATION CALENDAR



Recap of Zrii’s 11th Leadership Academy in Cancun, Mexico



More than a thousand Independent Executives came together for Zrii's ACADEMIA de



LIDERAZGO CANCUN 2014



11th Leadership Academy that took place in Cancun, Mexico in late October, 2014. This amazing event comprised 3 full days of celebration, inspiration, and fun at the Fiesta Americana Grand Coral Beach Hotel and Resort in Cancun. Zrii Independent Executives traveled from all over South and Central America to celebrate the great health and wealth that Zrii has brought them.
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The first day,



to-be launched features like videos, audios,



October 23rd,



and a calendar of events. And the best part of



began with a



ZRINERGIA? This system was created by top Zrii



special meeting



leaders and includes their experience, tools, and



between all 10-



advice to achieve maximum success! Friday's



Star leaders



general session concluded with powerful trainings



where they were



and inspiration from 10-Star leaders Federico



the first to hear



Sarmiento, Mauricio Sotelo, Natalia Bernal, Mony



exciting company



Farrach, and Juan Fernando Mendoza. Immediately



announcements directly from A.K. Khalil, President



following was recognition of those Independent



of Zrii. Zrii's founder, Bill Farley, handed out a



Executives who had earned 4 and 5-Star ranks and



special gift to these leaders to commemorate the



Benz Club Bonuses between May and August.



company's success: Zrii branded watches! Directly following this meeting, Zrii leaders met together to



The second day of this amazing Leadership



discuss the progress of Zrii's official launch in Peru.



Academy closed with a Red and White Party! The



The general session started off with a bang later



night was filled with music, food and dancing. Zrii



that afternoon with special trainings from 9-Star



Founder Bill Farley and his wife, Shelley, gave a



leader Jorge Coaquira and 10-Star leaders Alejandra



rousing speech from stage.



Flores and Ovidio Villatoro. The session ended with a training by 9-Star leader Mauricio Ospino.



The last day of Leadership Academy was dedicated to recognition and trainings by 10-Star leaders



On Friday the fun started back up early in the



Blanca Mejía, Pedro Castre, Dr. Daniel Chagüi,



morning when SAB member Dr. Suhas Kshirsagar



and the very first Zrii Rubies, Norman Cornejo



took the stage and gave an information-packed



and Diego Gutiérrez. Each one of these amazing



training on Zrii's incredible line of products.



leaders received standing ovations. This life-



President A.K. Khalil appeared next on stage



changing event ended on Saturday night with a



and presented the company's new education



huge announcement by Vice President of Latin



system, ZRINERGIA. Among the systems' features



American Sales, Ricardo Sousa, and Executive



that wowed the audience: all new corporate-



Vice President of Marketing and Communications,



run webinars, training materials, and soon-



Kathy Martino: the location of Zrii's 12th
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Leadership Academy! The whole place exploded



received their Ruby pins together. Achievement



when IEs learned they would be going to



bonus checks of up to $200,000 were handed



Orlando, Florida, right next to Disney World! The



out and to top it all off, members of the Half



energy continued to rise as President A.K. Khalil



Million and Million Dollar Clubs were recognized



recounted Zrii's history of incredible growth in



for their achievements and success in Zrii. We



Latin America and in other parts of the world



are so proud of Norman Cornejo, Dr. Daniel



during the prior 18 months. The icing on the cake



Chagüi de Leon, Juan Fernando Mendoza Gómez,



was the goals and plans that the company has



Diana Arroyo Sepulveda, Pedro Ricardo Castre,



for the future. Next, Zrii Founder Bill Farley gave



José Joaquín Díaz Delgado, Gloria Torres,



a very special presentation as he introduced



and Mauricio Sotelo Guzman who joined these



special guests from non-profit organization, The



prestigious clubs!



Little Yellow School House. Mr. Farley presented them a very large donation from Zrii to help aid



Zrii's 11th Leadership Academy was a huge



their mission to provide education and help to



success: 3 days of celebration, inspiration



disabled children in and around Cancun. The



and a whole lot of fun. Attendees went home



event closed with recognition of more than 300



full of renewed energy and prepared to reach



Independent Executives that had earned the



new heights of health and prosperity. They are



ranks of 6-Star and above between May and



motivated and excited to meet again in Orlando in



August. Zrii crowned its newest 10-stars, and



February of 2015!



Norman Cornejo was recognized as the second Ruby in Zrii history. He and Diego Gutiérrez
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A special message to Zrii IEs from Dr. Deepak Chopra



the secret to



personal change As the new year begins, many of us are setting goals and considering habits that we’d like to change or replace. The challenge with personal change is that if you attack your old habits directly, the task is quite difficult. The mind that desires change confronts the mind that is bound by old conditioning. The result is inner conflict, with one side pushing and the other side resisting. Countless people feel trapped inside this war, whether their goal is to start exercising, manage their anger, become more assertive, or quit smoking. The desire to change isn’t enough, and keeping up the motivation to change soon wears out. The secret to personal change is to stop fighting against yourself. If the inner war were winnable, you’d have won it long ago. I'm not advising you to give up. Giving up takes you out of the war zone, but that’s not enough to create positive change. Your brain is still trained to follow the pathways set down by habit and conditioning. This is where the secret to personal change comes in. Change occurs by giving the brain new pathways. Without these new pathways, your default reactions will remain in place. Brain wiring isn’t the same as house wiring. Even if you are “wired” to overeat or to lose your temper quickly, you can override these reactions through the power of awareness. The process has a few steps that need to be repeated anytime you find yourself having a familiar, undesirable reaction. Step 1. Notice what you’re about to do. Step 2. Pause, close your eyes and wait until the surge of your reaction quiets down. Step 3. Ask yourself if you really need to react this way.
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>>



the secret to



personal change What you’re doing with these steps is bringing in the higher brain, which is the only part that can decide to change and then carry out the change. The part that keeps you from changing is emotional and impulsive—in other words, the lower brain. The lower brain has quicker access than the higher brain, which is why you jump when you hear a car backfire and only seconds later make the decision that you are not in danger. Survival impulses like hunger, aggression, and fight-or-flight aren’t stronger than reason; they are just faster and automatic. By pausing and waiting for the surge to pass, you give yourself time to do the things that the higher brain is expert at: considering, reflecting, weighing options, etc. But here comes the tricky part. If you have given in to impulse and habit many times, ignoring the choices available to your higher brain, grooves of habit become the path of least resistance. In a word, the more often the lower brain is favored, the weaker your decision-making becomes. That’s why people who overeat feel helpless to change their eating habit. They aren’t hungrier than other people; they’ve weakened their other choices. So no matter what kind of change you are aiming for, the key is to take back your power to choose. You must do this over and over. Only repetition can rebalance your brain, allowing stronger pathways to be built and older grooves to wear out. Besides following the three steps given above, the following tools are also very useful:







n Write down how you feel.







n Make a note whenever you make a better choice.







n Appreciate your good choices and celebrate the fact that you made them.



These additional steps reinforce higher-brain awareness. They reconnect you to your emotional brain and teach it to see that it doesn’t feel good just to overeat, lose your temper, or act aggressive. It feels just as good to make a better choice. Celebration, which many people leave out, reinforces the positive emotional side of making better choices. When you put all these steps together, they make change possible, not by fighting against yourself, but by adding the fulfillment of knowing that you are the author of your own life story and can turn the plot in any direction you want.
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About the author Deepak Chopra, M.D. is a best-selling author, physician, and the co-founder of the Chopra Center for Wellbeing in Carlsbad, California. The Chopra Center offers a variety of signature programs, events, and teacher training certifications, including the Seduction of Spirit meditation and yoga retreat, Journey into Healing (offering continuing education credits for healthcare practitioners), and the Perfect Health wellness program. To learn about special offers and upcoming events, please visit www.chopra.com or call 888.736.6895.



SMART



OMEGA3



™



SEE THE



SMART OMEGA-3



SALES VIDEO {CLICK HERE }



The world's best source of omega-3's. Period! Optimal strength, purity and taste make Smart Omega-3 the greatest catch in the world!



{click here}



for MORE INFORMATION on SMART OMEGA-3 ™



Order today through MyZriiPro.com or by calling Executive Support at



866-349-9911!



WITH PHENOMENAL GROWTH, ZRII OPENed OFFICES in Many parts of the world.



Lights, Limousines, and Music brought together hundreds of Zrii Independent Executives, guests and corporate staff as new offices were opened up in Costa Rica, Colombia, Perú, and New Zealand. We've included pictures to give you the front row seat at all the office opening fun!



scene outside the Bogota, Colombia office opening I cons M agazine • W I N T E R I S S U E 2 0 1 5
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group of IE's and guests at the Costa Rica office opening
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Natalie Robertson



// FEATURED ZRII IE //



7-Star in 90 Days



From around the world, people flock to Whangarei, New Zealand, for the laidback yet sophisticated lifestyle. They come for the scuba diving, beaches and breathtaking scenery that make it a lush Garden of Eden. During their first few days, visitors might wander by a beautiful yacht moored in port or sip a coffee in a quayside café. Spend enough time in Whangarei, however, and you will begin to notice a transformation of this lovely and unassuming place into an epicenter of the Zrii health and fitness movement that’s sweeping the globe. It is here that superstars Natalie and Terrence Robertson lead the way. In just 90 days, they’ve rocketed from learning about Zrii to building a team and achieving 7-Star status. They’re a winning pair. It didn’t take long for Natalie to grasp the business opportunity afforded by Zrii. A smart business woman, Natalie worked for a top advertising agency in New Zealand, where she managed accounts worth more than $10 million a year and utilizes her background in marketing. She was introduced to Zrii by 8-Star Phil Somerville, a friend she trusted. Natalie and Terrence jumped right in and became a product of the product. Natalie alone lost over 30 pounds, while Terrence, her husband, saw Zrii as the perfect match for a lifetime dedicated to strength training and wellness. A former top natural bodybuilder, boxer and rugby player with prestigious RKC certification, Terrence founded the Iron Evolution School of Strength, where he coaches championship athletes and elite military forces. “Thanks to Zrii, I was driven to find out what it was about network marketing that made some people so wealthy so fast,” explains Natalie. “I followed the steps of what to do in 72 hours and I committed to my health and to sharing
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Zrii New Zealand office



// NATALIE ROBERTSON



the news with anyone that would listen. My energy and



decided to make Zrii her core business and run



excitement were contagious.”



her graphic design business on the side.



Better at 40 Than at 20



“I learned what I needed to learn and my Zrii business



Prior to Zrii, Natalie characterizes herself as talented



flourished,” she says. “It became really clear to me



but restless. She had always craved success and achieved it first in her late teens and early twenties as a lingerie and swimsuit model. Thanks to Zrii, she’s



that my time is better spent on my Zrii business because the payback is residual and long-term. It’s a better investment for myself and my family.”



proud of her body again. “My body is better now than it ever was, thanks to incorporating Zrii into my food and



Now it’s all about health for Natalie and Terrence.



lifestyle,” she tells us. “I look great, and not just for



They host healthy coffee and cake parties, clean



my age. I look healthy. I feel amazing. So I am shouting



cocktail events, and health and wealth seminars.



it from the rooftops!”



It’s about creating opportunities to share what you know about Zrii and how it can help people.



In her early years, Natalie followed her passion for art to some of Auckland’s best schools, studying



“I am now on a campaign to show people that



photography, print making, and painting. One of



when they hit 40, they can be better physically,



her instructors was Marte Szirmay, the iconic



emotionally and more balanced than they were at



sculptor. After a foray on the account side of



20—and there is no need to give up!” she enthuses.



advertising and marketing, she started her own



“There is a solution—and it is here in Zrii.”



career as a graphic designer. Her business grew and prospered over the course of years. Even



Transforming Lives



so, after just 90 days as a Zrii IE, Natalie has



Of course the first lives they transformed were their own. Zrii Rise™ has become their favorite product, along with Zrii Amalaki™, Daily AM &



“ THERE IS A SOLUTION— AND IT IS HERE IN ZRII”



PMs™, and Smart Omega-3™. Natalie remarks wistfully, “The coffee is so enjoyable. It powers me through the day, gives me great energy and I get another shot of amalaki. If it is good enough for Dr. Deepak Chopra, it is good enough for me!”
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Natalie Robertson’s



Business Builders



T ips



1. Your attitude and your efforts will make or break you. 2. Lead with honesty, integrity and loyalty. 3. Be committed. Do what you have agreed to do. 4. Follow “What to do in the



Their secret to success is sharing the Zrii products and healthy lifestyle choices with others. And what’s most inspiring is that they’ve seen some truly inspiring and remarkable transformations: n An obese man lost over 47 pounds* n People with uncontrollable urges for sugary food and alcohol now have those urges under control* n … And many more! Natalie likes to tell the story of her close friend, a busy mum struggling to make ends meet. “I gifted her a Purify Kit and two weeks of Zrii Amalaki. I knew it would make a huge difference in her life. Now she gets her Zrii products for free, makes an extra $500 a month to help with the bills, has a sideline Zrii business to grow, and is also feeling so much better. With steady, focused and consistent effort this



first 72 hours” and create



will grow for her. A couple of years work with Zrii will give her a huge



your own Zrii buzz.



level of financial freedom at the end of it that no other job ever would.”



5. Become a product of the product. When you improve



Success has its Rewards



your own health, energy and



With Zrii, the satisfaction of helping others also brings tangible rewards



appearance, you gain instant



for Natalie and Terrence. They’ve learned about wellness and began



credibility when you speak to



to practice yoga. Then there was the day Natalie picked up her brand



others about Zrii.



new Kia Soul with 0 km on the clock, fully paid for, thanks to Zrii. Every



6. Teach people how to be strong and healthy.



time she drives around in that car she’s reminded about what focus and commitment can do for you. Her next goal is to achieve Triple Ruby before she turns 40 in December 2015.



7. Show people how they can get Zrii products for free simply by referring other people. 8. Watching TV is a great way to waste your life. Replace TV



Zrii will afford the Robertsons opportunities and privileges most families will never know. They have three young boys: Billy, 12; Jazz, 9; and baby Riki Tyler. Planning and securing their future is the greatest gift that Zrii can give this family.



with a new routine that builds momentum and moves



Natalie saves one surprise announcement for last. “We know that our



you forward.



Zrii business will grow faster if we are surrounded by a larger network



9. Make it easy to be healthy.



of people,” she says. “Because of this we are



Explain how simply changing the



making plans to relocate back to a large city,



brand of coffee you drink or the



somewhere in New Zealand, as it is truly



vitamins you buy makes a big



beautiful here. Who knows where the future will



difference.



take us now that we have Zrii on our side!”



10. Zrii offers support and mentorship unlike any company I have ever seen before. Use it.
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*These results are not typical. These statements have not been evaluated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to treat, cure, prevent, or mitigate disease.



ZRII PRESENTS A NEW BOOK FROM ZRII SAB MEMBER



THE HOT BELLY DIET



NEW BOOK



THE HOT BELLY DIE T ORDER TODAy!



Order your copy of THE HOT BELLY DIET today! Featuring a forward by mind-body-health guru, Dr. Deepak Chopra. Dr. Suhas has designed The Hot Belly Diet to be a quick and effective plan for total body health. The book focuses on a 30-day plan to optimize your metabolism and create digestive balance. If you are looking to lose weight, eat healthy, or simply feel better on a day-to-day basis, this is the book for you!



ORDER THE BOOK HERE:



“Dr. Suhas Kshirsagar is one of the great holistic practitioners of our age. ... Before you try another weight loss diet, read this book.” —Bill farley, CEO of Zrii



DOCTOR'S CORNER Frequently asked questions answered by Zrii’s Scientific Advisory Board



Q A 



Suhas Kshirsagar, BAMS M.D Tom Yarema, M.D.



When is the best time to



ingredients, we focused on 3 essential components of optimal weight management: 1) metabolic acceleration; 2) digestive support; and 3) stress regulation. We then added all natural energy and antioxidants that would support great health and vitality.



TAKE ACCELL?



It really depends on you, your weight and energy needs, and your body’s response to the product. As part of a focused weight-loss regimen, many people find that taking ACCELL twice a day between meals provides the greatest benefit (once between breakfast and lunch, and again between lunch and dinner). For a more energizing effect, you can take ACCELL in warm water, which allows nutrients to enter the blood stream quicker. Others enjoy ACCELL immediately upon waking to help start their day. And some people find that using ACCELL prior to working out enhances their exercise routines. We recommend, especially if you are sensitive to caffeine, that you not consume the product too close to bedtime because of the caffeine in the green tea extract.







What makes Zrii ACCELL so unique?







We have added an all-natural, balanced energy and antioxidant boost to a product that helps sustain healthy weight longterm and nourishes the body. Rather than creating a product that over-stimulates the metabolic system with synthetic
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Why the use of Green Tea in ACCELL?



ACCELL was formulated to drive the three pillars of effective weight loss: increase metabolism, enhance digestion and reduce stress. We added green tea to the formula to help increase, regulate and balance the body's metabolism. Additional benefits of green tea include a powerful boost of antioxidants that keep the body young and healthy, plus a balanced and invigorating burst of energy that doesn't leave you with the "crash and burn" after-effect of most caffeinated beverages. If you have any questions about ACCELL™, email us at: [email protected]!
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FAQ//ANSWERED Frequently asked questions answered by Zrii STAFF



Q A 



How can I see IF I AM



How do I maximize my



QUALIFIED FOR THE GLOBAL EVENT IN June?



results on Purify after



You can see the amount of points you have, as well as how you earned those points, by logging into your MyZriiPro. If you scroll down on the main page you will see a section for the global event and at the bottom of that will be a place you can click titled, “Qualified.” From there you can see if you are qualified.







How can I see those in my downline who have not had an EZ Order come out so far in the month?



If you log into your MyZriiPro you will find a reports tab under the “My Zrii Business” section. From there you can click on “No EZ Order”, then put in the dates you want this report to run. Keep in mind this report will pull those who have not had an order generated from their EZ Order template; however, it is possible they called into Executive Support to place an order or created their own in the back office.
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{ EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT }



BRIAN TIPPETTS



ART DIRECTOR— MARKETING



finishing the cleanse? 



In order to maximize your results after using the 7-day Zrii PURIFY™ cleanse, you should begin adopting dietary and lifestyle practices that are health-promoting. For example, refrain from eating after 8 PM (or from eating less than 2-3 hours before you go to bed). This is an important dietary practice to continue, particularly for those individuals seeking to lose weight. Do moderate cardiovascular activity throughout the week (at least 30 minutes, 3-5 times a week) to support healthy metabolic activity. Make sure your diet consists primarily of vegetables, fruits, lean proteins, whole grains, and small amounts of healthy fats. Avoid processed or prepackaged foods. Always consult your physician before beginning a new exercise program



FAMILY: I met my wife, Amy, on a waterskiing trip to Lake Powell, Utah. She could slalom ski better than any other person on the trip and I knew she was the one. We have been married for 23 years and have 4 children—2 boys and 2 girls. EDUCATION: I graduated from BYU (Provo, Utah) with a BFA degree in Graphic Design and a minor in Chinese (Yes, I'm waiting for Zrii expand into Asia!). FAVORITE ZRII PRODUCT: My favorite Zrii products are Achieve and Daily AM & PM. I have a vanilla ACHIEVE shake daily with a banana and some strawberries to get me started in the morning. It is a great way to maintain your weight. Along with ACHIEVE, I take my DAILY AM & PM vitamins to give me all the necessary nutrients day and night. FAVORITE TRAVEL SPOT: I've been able to travel all over the world for business and pleasure, including Hong Kong, Tokyo, Paris, Cancun, London, U.S. Virgin Islands, Hawaii and more. I grew up in Hawaii on the north shore of Oahu and have been back to visit a number of times. RAndom FUN FACTS: I just recently competed at USTA Nationals tennis league tournament in Tucson, Arizona. I played #1 singles and my team and I took 3rd place against teams all across the United States including the Caribbean and Hawaii. I am also an author of a book titled "Get Creative with Type" and was later asked to help in a police investigation to identify fonts used in a ransom letter! I cons M agazine



RISING Stars Paola Núñez 9-Star from Perú



Native to Cusco, Paola studied Political Science and Government at Pontificia Universidad Católica in Peru. She has finished two Masters Degrees and was the youngest candidate in Peru’s last elections. She has been involved in Zrii for one year and five months. Her story is quite unique. At first she was not in favor of her younger brother participating in Zrii, but after seeing his personal development and leadership she decided to give it a go. Now she is one of the most influential leaders, not only in Peru, but in all of Latin America. Her goal for this year is to be the first female Ruby in Zrii.



Tim Brick



8-Star from United States Tim is COO of The HD Group and is married with one daughter currently enrolled at Arizona State University. Before the HD Group, Tim was CEO of Cogito Corporation, and international 3PL firm, President of Monaghan Corporation manufacturer and distributor of laundry and dry cleaning supplies and VP of Cancer America,
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an insurance marketing firm. "I chose Zrii because of the company's long-standing relationship with Dr. Chopra and the Chopra Center and Zrii's professional, dedicated, field oriented executive team."



smart decisions and has a long-term vision of this great company. She earned 6-Star in just 9 months and qualified for the Leadership Academy in Orlando, Florida. Stephani is proof that women can achieve much success in this business and that leadership is open to both genders.



Cecilio Núñez



7-Star from Honduras Originally from the Dominican Republic, Cecilio has an impressive ability to leave his mark on everyone that he meets. His humility, willingness to serve, and contagious happiness have been key in the development, growth and leadership of Zrii in Honduras. He is an outstanding son, husband, father and friend that truly carries Zrii in his heart.



Stephani Cabrera 6-Star from Colombia



Stephani’s main motivation when she began with Zrii was Dr. Deepak Chopra and the spiritual balance that she found in his books. At first Zrii was her plan B, but after realizing this was a unique opportunity to gain recognition she quit her job in order to dedicate all of her time to Zrii and network marketing. She is a great leader, makes



Jesse Brunick



4-Star from United States Jesse is an Arizona native who graduated from ASU with a degree in Astrophysics around the same time NASA downsized operations. This unexpectedly led him to accepting an IT desk job. After hearing about the network marketing opportunity, Jesse jumped at the possibility of escaping his dead-end routine despite having no experience in the field. Jesse feels the team at The HD Group truly helped him learn and succeed. Jesse now leads a large organization and is looking to make 2015 his best year yet.



“Success usually comes to those who are too busy to be looking for it.” —Henry David Thoreau
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RANK ADVANCEMENTS QUARTERLY ADVANCEMENTS FOR INDEPENDENT EXECUtIVES



RUBY



JUAN FERNANDO MENDOZA COLOMBIA
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10-STAR



10-STAR



Alma Jaramillo De Sarmiento



Christian NÚÑez Castillo



COLOMBIA



PERÚ
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RANK ADVANCEMENTS QUARTERLY ADVANCEMENTS FOR INDEPENDENT EXECUtIVES



8-STAR Paola Vanessa NuÑez Castillo Fiorella Guillen Pacheco JULIAN DAVID CEBALLOS JIMENEZ 



PerÚ PerÚ Colombia



7-STAR Cecilio NuÑez Jose Aguilar Zuleta MARJORY DIAZ GOMEZ Cindy Duran Gomez ROMULO JARAMILLO RAMIREZ Laura MarÍa Reyes Guerrero Sandra Diaz del Valle Pablo Felipe Borrero Ariza Nathy Vanessa Champion Tueros Elsy Jazmin Castro Manuel Castrillon Porras Julian Andres Santa Correa Maria Paula Rosero Amador MARIA EUGENIA DIAZ CORDERO Oscar Alonso Arango Lemos ANDREA LORENA CASTANO VILLAMIL CARLOS ANDRES MEDINA RAMIREZ LINA MARIA AMAYA luis eduardo cerquera lozano Camilo Medina Castillo CARLA CAMPOS 



Honduras Colombia Costa Rica Colombia Colombia PerÚ Honduras Colombia PerÚ Honduras Colombia Colombia Colombia Panama Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia USA



5-STAR



Honduras Guatemala Colombia Colombia Costa Rica Panama Colombia Colombia Colombia PerÚ Mexico Colombia Colombia



Ximena Linares Marilu Serrano Edwin E. Arboleda JUAN CARLOS PENUELA SANABRIA Sandra Yubelly Garcia Marchena Maria Emilia Gallo Camacho JORGE MARIO MONTOYA Lucie Vilimkova IVONNE RITA SANTA MARIA CARTY Rocio Gonzalez Rada Thanya Cifuentes GarcÍa Gustavo Builes alba leonor camacho gil Gustavo Adolfo Salazar Gil Carlos Celso Arellano Polar Rafael Andres Gomez Henao Percy Cardenas Abrill Miguel Angel Villafuerte NuNez ALESSANDRA XIMENA HOYOS PAJARES 



6-STAR Cecilio NuÑez Jacqueline Chour CLAUDIA MARIA SALAZAR BERMUDEZ Felipe Maldonado Aldana Andreina Russo Sivira Edwin E. Arboleda Juan Avendano Olivares JORGE MARIO MONTOYA MONICA SIERRA ALVAREZ Willy Oswaldo Infantes Villaseca Gerardo Antonio Martinez Morales STEPHANI CABRERA MONTENEGRO Jorge Edwin Mejia Rios 
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Miguel Flores Fuentes Quiroz Nathy Vanessa Champion Tueros Elsy Jazmin Castro Bruno Lizarraga Michelini Nataly Andrea Correa Henao Pablo Andres Astaiza Galvis ALESSANDRA XIMENA HOYOS PAJARES Jose Miguel Huertas RaMÍrez Luis Raul Ninapaytan Gomez Arevalillo EMILIO REGUEIRA PEREZ Paula Andrea Quinones Paredes Nadia Lorena Bautista Mendoza gianina pia paz cancino Carlo David Flores Cavero CAROLINA ROJAS OSPINA LINA MARIA AMAYA Stella Mejia Mora Paulo Realpe Kelly Lizeth Mori Culqui Juan Andres Angulo Mayorga JOHANA TORO GALLEGO ELSA PATRICIA TAMARA ESCOBAR Tony Carlos Requena Canchumani SHEILA PRISCILLA HERRERA HERRERA Andrea Barbosa maria campos CARLA CAMPOS 



Mexico PerÚ Honduras PerÚ Colombia Colombia PerÚ PerÚ PerÚ Panama Colombia Colombia PerÚ PerÚ Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia PerÚ Colombia Colombia Colombia PerÚ Panama Colombia USA USA



PerÚ Guatemala Panama Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Mexico PerÚ Colombia PerÚ Colombia Colombia Colombia PerÚ Colombia PerÚ PerÚ PerÚ
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RANK ADVANCEMENTS QUARTERLY ADVANCEMENTS FOR INDEPENDENT EXECUtIVES



5-STAR CONTINUED Juana Sarmiento Jaramillo Oscar Javier Vasquez Palacios Martha Isabel Zarco Castro Camilo Enrique Torres Valencia Sebastian Marquez Paris MAURICIO GONGORA BARRERO Jose Alejandro Marin Posada Luis Eduardo Huertas Ramírez Alfonso Almendarez Somarriba EMILIO REGUEIRA PEREZ gianina pia paz cancino Carlo David Flores Cavero Juan Ivan Arboleda Trujillo Maritza Gomez Otero Pedro Pablo Campuzano CAROLINA ROJAS OSPINA Emmanuel Barahona Mendoza Paulo Realpe ROBERT SEBASTIAN HORTUA LEAL Kelly Lizeth Mori Culqui Paula Liseth Ceballos Jaramillo sonia esperanza romero romero Carlos Andres Vivas Lozano Xochilt Johana Hernández Crux Camila andrea Cueva castro Carolina Salas Gallo Raul Ignacio Medina Vasquez Luís eduardo cerquera lozano VIVIANA ESPERANZA PARIS LOPEZ Julian David Duque Henao nicolas gustavo rojas garzón Gonzalo Luque Ochoa Guillermo Infantozzi maria del pilar rozo Diana Madrigal CARLOS ALBERTO SILVA VELASQUEZ JUAN CAMILO PEREIRA VERA Andrea de rocio Valero beltran Carlos Alirio Leon Camargo Mariana Andrea Marin Torres JULIAN ALBERTO HINCAPIE RENDON Aracely Duque Arcila Tony Carlos Requena Canchumani Oscar Eduardo Silva Rojas Diana Santacruz Chacon jose isauro amaya macias Juan Gabriel villafañe Alfredo Miguel Huaman Condezo ARGELIDIS DIAZ cedeño Catalina Restrepo RamirEZ Michele Brick 
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Colombia PerÚ Honduras Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia PerÚ Honduras Panama PerÚ PerÚ Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia El Salvador Colombia Colombia PerÚ Guatemala Honduras Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia El Salvador Colombia Costa Rica PerÚ Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia PerÚ PerÚ Colombia Colombia Colombia PerÚ Panama Australia USA



maria campos silvia cobos 



USA USA



4-STAR ARossel Leonel Padilla Honduras Carlos Roberto Galindo Flores Guatemala Francia Lily Esteban Rivera Colombia David Pulido Munoz Colombia Juan Sebastian Hurtado Franco Colombia Francia Trinidad Montes Chacon Colombia Juan Alvarado Colombia Mariana Russo Sivira Costa Rica yeny miluska loaiza calderon PerÚ jhon carlos jimenez jaramillo Colombia CLAUDIA EMILIA CAMACHO CASTRO Colombia Fundacion Empoder Colombia STEPHANI CABRERA MONTENEGRO Colombia LUCIANO JOB SANCHEZ FAJARDO Colombia Ricardo Bravo yañez Mexico Elsa Nadxieli Becerril Paredes Mexico David Ernesto Marino Barreto Colombia ANA CLEOTILDE RIOS DE MEJIA Colombia Catalina Berrio Estrada Colombia Percy Rafael Sotelo bedón PerÚ Sonia del Pilar Galeano Colombia Claudia Julio Rospigliosi Ramirez PerÚ ANNIA JULISSA ZAMORA ZAPATA PerÚ Leidy jhoana Acevedo franco Colombia Christian Barbosa Colombia Carlos Santiago Ramirez Arias Colombia Miguel Angel Garcia Beltran Mexico Leslie Lizzeth Hernandez Dulcey Colombia alba leonor camacho gil Colombia Juliana Morales Londono Colombia JULIO ENRIQUE GUIFARRO SABILLON Honduras Carlos Agusto Buendia Chancasanampa PerÚ Emerson Mejia Rincon Colombia Romina Cecilia Agreda Duffaut PerÚ Percy Cardenas Abrill PerÚ Alfonso Beleno Contreras Colombia Daniel Valenzuela Rodriguez Colombia Yesica Rocio guaján Guatemala Walter Luis Arias Carpio PerÚ Aida Manuela Raquel Coronado Barriga PerÚ Daniel Castaneda Segura Colombia Gabriela Maria Melgar Salazar PerÚ Rebecca Cohen de Ecehegoyen El Salvador Guadalupe Gelitzli Rodriguez Martinez Mexico
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RANK ADVANCEMENTS QUARTERLY ADVANCEMENTS FOR INDEPENDENT EXECUtIVES



4-STAR CONTINUED julio jorge alfaro salguero CARLOS ANTONIO ROJAS ZUBIETA Luis Bermudez Robledo Sissi Silva Santisteban carrión Ricardo Jose Galvis Suarez ivan dario rodriguez restrepo Luis Eduardo Huertas ramírez David Julian Quinones Paredes Elvira Isabel Morales Sanchez Juan Manuel Vivas EMILIO REGUEIRA PEREZ Manuela Echeverri Herrera Juan Pablo Correal Perez LIZETH JOHANNA ALVAREZ ROJAS Sara Jocabed Aguilar Garcia Alejandro Mallarino Perez Silvia Arguelles Arteaga CARLOS ANDRES MEDINA RAMIREZ Jaime Alberto Suarez Lopez MARIA RITA CAMARGO PULIDO JOHN CHRISTIAN VASQUEZ REATEGUI Lucero Londono Mogollon rodrigo josé de león morales miriam yaneth ortiz rodriguez RICARDO ESTEBAN CASTANO katherine noemí garcía guerrero Mauricio Mira Madrid Clara Monica Salazar Posada MONICA SERNA francy yanneth clavijo vega Mario Fernando Hurtado Beltran yanine paola galvan lobo Kenni Barrientos MARIA ELSA NIDIA VILLADA BAENA Daniela Botero Ortega HILDA HAYDEE HERNANDEZ BARRIA Maria del Pilar Beltran Otero Stella Mejia Mora ROBERT SEBASTIAN HORTUA LEAL LAURA LUCIA DIX SANCHEZ Grover Chavez santos JORGE AMAYA Alonso Vezga luis daniel berrocal zegarra SERGIO ANDRES CHAPETE MONTOYA Fabian Armando Salgado Mendoza Andres Martin Perez Fernandez MARIA MERCEDES ZAMORA AVILA JOHANA TORO GALLEGO Axel Rolando Fuentes Alvarado JUAN MANUEL ARIAS GALVIS Jeniffer Simons 
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PerÚ Colombia El Salvador PerÚ Colombia Colombia PerÚ Colombia Mexico Mexico Panama Colombia Colombia Colombia Guatemala Colombia Mexico Colombia Colombia Colombia PerÚ Colombia Guatemala El Salvador Colombia PerÚ Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia El Salvador Colombia Colombia Panama Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia PerÚ Colombia Colombia PerÚ Colombia Colombia PerÚ Colombia Colombia Guatemala Colombia Guatemala



Luis Miguel Pachon Escobar Sebastian Cobo Carolina Salas Gallo Jackeline Stephanie Vasquez Reategui HEIDY VANESSA HERNANDEZ GOMEZ VIVIANA ESPERANZA PARIS LOPEZ Astrid Helena Salazar Garcia adriana pérez Isabel Cristina Gonzalez MERCEDES RIVERA DIAZ Lady Johana Ruiz Gutierrez ANA LILIANA TAMARA MURCIA Maria antonieta Porras Diana katherin ruiz gutierrez beliz adonís rodas calderón Wilson Oswaldo Garzon Salas Raymundo Pineda Rodriguez sofia cañon ortiz ALVARO ENRIQUE CASTRO LOPEZ Lucelly Plazas Andrea Liliana Baez Colorado Martha Jeaneth GonzAlez Aguayo Gonzalo Luque Ochoa Miguel Palacios Maldonado Olga Marcela Andrade Salazar Erika Godoy Beatriz Diaz Julio Alberto Montoya Gomez alvaro hernan cortes acevedo Oscar Alberto Leon Linares Jose Roberto Leon Villalta Ivan Arturo Moreno Valencia Dominga Julia Tuiro Salvador Gabriel Enrique mejía Quintana Daniel Alberto Chia Yep Erick Forero mauricio peña morales Desseret Paola Valdivia Vizcarra Oscar Berardinelli Rodriguez Joyce Giron CARLOS ALBERTO SILVA VELASQUEZ josseline carabantes romero Paola Solano Castro Andrea de rocio Valero beltran William Deaza echeverrí OSCAR GABRIEL SANCHEZ EUCEDA FRANK ALEXIS QUINTERO Astri Janil Guifarro Viquez Mariana Andrea Marin Torres Pamela Valdez Raul Matamoros Argueta ROBERT ALEXANDER HORTUA LEAL Pablo Solis Leon 



Colombia Colombia Colombia PerÚ Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia Costa Rica Colombia Guatemala Colombia Mexico Colombia Colombia Colombia Colombia PerÚ Colombia Guatemala Colombia El Salvador Costa Rica Colombia Colombia El Salvador El Salvador Colombia PerÚ Colombia PerÚ Colombia Colombia PerÚ Colombia El Salvador PerÚ Honduras Costa Rica Colombia Colombia Honduras Colombia Honduras Colombia Guatemala Honduras Colombia Guatemala
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4-STAR CONTINUED Cristina Solis Alpizar Guatemala diana carolina rijas garzón Colombia FELIPE BELTRAN HERNANDEZ Colombia RAQUEL ENELDA REAL ORTIZ Panama ANDRES FELIPE CASTANEDA TABARES Colombia carlos ramírez ospina Colombia Nubia Amparo Lopera Colombia Paola Rocha Colombia SARA AMELIA ROMERO ROMERO Honduras Carlos Andres plazas Saenz Colombia Aracely Duque Arcila Colombia susan aguilar acosta PerÚ JONATHAN PARADA CUELLAR El Salvador Americo Mosquera Valencia Colombia CESAR POLANCO ARTUNDUAGA Colombia Maria Elissa Castillo El Salvador Gustavo Adolfo Motta Bolivar Colombia Mario Alberto Pavon Benitez Honduras ALEXANDRA FIGUEROA PABON Colombia Oscar Eduardo Silva Rojas PerÚ susana matilde rodríguez rios PerÚ Darileni Gauta Florez Colombia JULIA LILLY FRANCISCA MERA CHU PerÚ Rolando Javier Gutierrez Lopez PerÚ Camilo Medina Castillo Colombia pedro omar reátegui félix PerÚ EMILIA ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ PITA DE RAVINES PerÚ paola andrea villa casañas Colombia ricardo palma romero PerÚ Cesar Augusto Gonzales Gonzales PerÚ Andres Ayala Colombia Mauricio Forero Colombia Wilfredo Edgardo peña Lopez El Salvador Mauricio loNdoño Gonzalez Colombia Stefany Rocha Ortega Colombia Andres Lozano Rivera Colombia jose isauro amaya macias Colombia angela carolina amaya macias Colombia Omar Saul Parrado Agudelo Colombia Maria Angelica Cuervo Salazar Colombia Juan Fernando Guzman Nieto Colombia Santiago Arias Colombia Munir Bendeck El Salvador Maria Gabriela Rios de Bendeck El Salvador Aelexander EEscobar Guatemala Santiago Castro Forero Colombia Dagoberto Mario Rocha Ortega Colombia DENNIS CARDONA ordoñez Honduras Freisy Rocio Haro Vergara PerÚ Alfredo Miguel huamán Condezo PerÚ Mauricio Gonzalez Mendoza Mexico SEBASTIAN HUERTAS RAMIREZ PerÚ
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Lisbeth Sanchez Escarraga Colombia Malena Salazar Cespedes PerÚ NELSON MOLINA QUIROGA Colombia Catalina Maria Cardenas Soto Colombia MARTIN GARCIA Colombia victor demetrio canto corrales PerÚ Estefania Libreros Pardo Colombia dagoberto lopez leguizamon Colombia Diego German Cortes triviño Colombia Martha Enith Alfonso Morales Colombia ANDRES FELIPE AGUDELO RUEDA Colombia ANA ELIDA CHOW DE CORRO Panama KERLEY RODRIGUEZ RODRIGUEZ DE BATISTA Panama LUZ YANETH FLOREZ ROMERO Colombia yeni milena leon camargo Colombia Carlos Andres Gonzalez Colombia Monica Torres Valencia Colombia Sara Paola Mora RodrÍguez Colombia Paola Torrenegra Bustamante Colombia Juan Davila Colombia Javier Alejandro Fajardo Diaz Colombia Oscar Sarria Colombia Luis Margel pérez Panama Nadeska Roselyne Lorenzo Panama John Jairo Salazar jiménez Colombia Victor Andres Bossio Castillo PerÚ LUIS FRANCISCO RODRIGUEZ LOPEZ Colombia Karolynn Halpert Colombia Andres Rodriguez Colombia maría del Sol Poveda Colombia Paul Richard Sirrs Diaz Mexico CHRISTOPHER WONG MATOS PerÚ Korbin HD Vision USA Salvador Montenegro Brol USA Sandra Suarez Canada Carla S NEOPENSI USA Clotilde Briggs USA Vanessa Stephenson New Zealand Mario Andres Cardozo Rubiano Australia TIMOTHY PATRICK BROATCH Australia Sebastian Toro Australia



TO THOSE THAT RANKED UP:



WAY TO GO! I cons M agazine



#PROJECT25M JOIN THE MOVEMENT!



Declare your goals and SHARE THEM on social media with the hashtag #Project25M 























Empfehlen Sie Dokumente
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PERSONAL 

26 nov. 2009 - Susana Bettinelli, formadora de Guerlain; Sergio Medini, maquillador internacional de Sisley Paris. PERSO
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Programa CHANGE Recursos Profesionales 

Objetivo: Define lo que se desea lograr: ¿qué quieres conseguir? Acción: ¿Qué vas a hacer? Indicador: Señal que pone de
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Programa CHANGE Recursos Profesionales 

Manifiesta tu motivación para desempeñar el trabajo al que aspiras. • En un proceso de selección además de los conocimie
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Programa CHANGE Recursos Profesionales 

TIPOS DE CV. Escoge el tipo más adecuado según la oferta de trabajo a la que quieres optar y ten en ... personal y enlac
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Programa CHANGE Recursos Profesionales 

VENTA. Qué vas a vender, cómo lo vas a hacer, a qué precio, con qué formato, … ¿Cómo vendes lo que haces? ESTRUCTURA. Re
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Programa CHANGE Recursos Profesionales 

trayectoria formativa?: Necesidades formativas para alcanzar el objetivo: Búsqueda de Empleo. Herramientas necesarias: C
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change management veranderungsprozesse ... AWS 

27.01.2018 - This Change Management Veranderungsprozesse Gestalten Erfolgsfaktoren Der Unternehmensberatung Pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, if provide
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MMI Change Beratung 08_16 

sowie Innovations-Coaching. Weitere Referenten (Erfahrungsberichte):. Carolyn Wagner, Managing Director. Ralf SchwÃ¤gler, langjÃ¤hriger Betriebsrat und.
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Mutaree-Change-Barometer 2 

sowie der IT (14%), dem Qualitätsmanagement (9%), de. Anderen (5%) und der Organisation (4%). Teilnehmerstruktur – Umsatz. Ein deutliches Übergewicht ...
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Dealing with Change 

You don't have to know all of the answers; what's important is that you let them express themselves and you show that yo
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Climate Change - Umweltbundesamt 

INTACT, Options for Future Climate Policy: Transatlantic ...... Daher wurden beide Optionen den Befragten zur Bewertung vorgelegt. ...... Davon profi- tieren alle ...
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Top Access Change 

MVWB950YW0. WTW8600YW0. WTW8400YW0. MVWB850YW0. All Serial Numbers. Concern: Washer top will not open in the conventiona
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GINJULY-Bauchtasche-change-Vor 

SHARE. Zeig' uns deinen ganz persÃ¶nlichen. Style unter #ginandjuly. YAY! FÃ¼r noch mehr Inspiration, Infos und Video Support schau' gerne direkt bei uns ...
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Programa CHANGE Recursos Profesionales 

SMART. 1. Specific (específico). Detalla al máximo tu objetivo. 2. Measurable (medible). Escoge un atributo métrico que
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change management veranderungsprozesse ... AWS 

29.01.2018 - If you want to possess a one-stop search and find the proper manuals on your products, you can visit this website that delivers many Change Management. Veranderungsprozesse Gestalten Erfolgsfaktoren Der Unternehmensberatung. You can get 
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be the change 

Use drugs or alcohol to deal with problems? • Struggle with anxiety or stress? • Fight suicidal thoughts? Have you ever
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change of student information 

14 ene. 2019 - NEW address: ... (Must provide birth certificate or court documentation.) From (name):. To (name):. From
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Mutaree-Change-Barometer 2 

Wirksamkeit von Change Management me ... Change-Management-Begleitung liegen. .... d auf der Kombination unserer Erfahrungen in der Beratung von.
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change management prozesse strategiekonform 

We also have many ebooks and user guide is also related with change management prozesse strategiekonform gestalten PDF, include : Chapter 19 Residential Rent Increase Dispute Resolution,. Chapter 7 Learning Study Guide Answers, Chauvet 200b User Guid
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Climate Change - Umweltbundesamt 

INTACT, Options for Future Climate Policy: Transatlantic ...... bestehen v.a. in der Ertragsunsicherheit aufgrund mangelnder Erfahrung mit dem ...... Davon profi-.
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be the change 

Have you ever wondered where and how to get help? Have you ever felt as though help wasn't always there when it was need
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Programa CHANGE Recursos Profesionales 

¿Qué puedes contarme de ti? • Los primeros minutos son claves para que el entrevistador se haga una opinión sobre ti y t
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PROPOSED CHARTER CHANGE QUESTION1plainspan 
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Change your broker 2018 

04.12.2018 - with our Berlin customer service via e-mail ... Berlin via E-Mail [email protected] an dieser Aktion ..... gehandelt hat, oder aus anderen GrÃ¼nden ..... 1,0 Pips. USD/CAD. 1,6 Pips. Commodities/Rohstoffe. Gold. 25 Pips.
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